The Collegiate Thrive Program is an exclusive collaboration between D’Youville and high schools to prepare high school counselors to better advise students interested in health careers, so that we may create stronger healthcare pipelines and fill healthcare shortages.

THRIVE COUNSELOR SUMMIT
High School Advisement Summit for the Health Professions

OCTOBER 2, 2020

Join us for this exclusive one-day summit with the top minds in higher education and healthcare to train high school counselors on how best to advise their students interested in health careers.

AGENDA

Breakfast and Panel Discussion with WNY Healthcare Experts
What shortages are we currently facing in healthcare?
What skillsets and qualities are needed in next generation healthcare workers?
What do future healthcare workers need to be learning right now in high school?

Targeted Training Sessions
Curriculum and scheduling
Financial literacy
Online learning and continuing education
Building value-added career exploration experiences
Career and job preparation
College-readiness development

Local Lunch: Bringing the West Side to You & Tour of D’Youville’s Innovative Healthcare Facilities

Simulation Sessions
Health professions – to learn more about the ins and outs of careers
Advisement – to learn more about advisement strategies – targeted questions and language

Healthcare Panel
How will healthcare evolve?
How will technology change healthcare in the future?
What are the new careers coming down the healthcare pipeline?
What are the skillsets we should be building right now?

Travel expenses sponsored by D’Youville.